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RSi is given at 290 in early May 2009; we had bought at 185 
in February because the quick RSi signaled another correction, 
one that just happened to be the start of a new uptrend.

RSI WITH RSI

RIvIeRa model Code FoR avanzavIkIngen
par(Main             : instrument; 
    LenRSIs, LenRSIq : Integer;
    LenMAs, LenMAq   : Integer;
    BuyRSIs, SellRSIs, BuyRSIq, SellRSIq : Integer;
    out sRSI, qRSI   : RealVector;
  out BuyRSIsLin, SellRSIsLin, BuyRSIqLin, SellRSIqLin : RealVec-

tor;
    out MAsPrice, MAqPrice : RealVector;
    out Buy, Sell    : BooleanVector);
var b01, b02, b03, b04, b05, b06 : BooleanVector;
    i     : Integer;
    Price : RealVector;
begin
    // Initialize buy- and sell-levels for both RSI’s
    BuyRSIsLin := BuyRSIs;
    SellRSIsLin := SellRSIs;
    BuyRSIqLin := BuyRSIq;
    SellRSIqLin := SellRSIq;
    // Prepare price and MA’s
    Price := FILL(Main.Close);
    MAsPrice := MAVN(Price, LenMAs);
    MAqPrice := MAVN(Price, LenMAq);
    // Calculate SlowRSI and QuickRSI
    sRSI := RSI(Price, LenRSIs);
    qRSI := RSI(Price, LenRSIq);
    // Calculate buy- and sell points for SlowRSI

 b01 := (SHIFT(sRSI, 1) <= BuyRSIs) AND (sRSI > BuyRSIs) AND 
(Price > MAsPrice);
    b02 := ((SHIFT(sRSI, 1) >= SellRSIs) AND (sRSI < SellRSIs)) OR 
(Price < MAsPrice);
    // Expand the buy/sell points (opposite to FILTERBUY/-SELL in 
Vikingen...)
    b03 := FALSE;   b04 := FALSE;
    for i := 1 to LEN(b01) - 1 do
      if (b01[i] = FALSE) AND (b02[i] = TRUE) then
        b03[i] := FALSE;   b04[i] := TRUE;

      else
        if (b01[i] = TRUE) AND (b02[i] = FALSE) then
          b03[i] := TRUE;   b04[i] := FALSE;
        else  // ...will always be FALSE-FALSE, never TRUE-TRUE!
          b03[i] := b03[i-1];   b04[i] := b04[i-1];
        end;
      end;
    end;
    // Calculate buy and sell for QuickRSI when SlowRSI is in down-
trend, ie b04 = TRUE...
    b01 := (SHIFT(qRSI, 1) <= BuyRSIq) AND (qRSI > BuyRSIq) AND 
(Price > MAqPrice) AND (b04 = TRUE);
    b02 := ((SHIFT(qRSI, 1) >= SellRSIq) AND (qRSI < SellRSIq)) 
OR (Price < MAqPrice);
    // Expand the buy/sell points (opposite to FILTERBUY/-SELL in 
Vikingen...)
    b05 := FALSE;   b06 := FALSE;
    for i := 1 to LEN(b01) - 1 do
      if (b01[i] = FALSE) AND (b02[i] = TRUE) then
        b05[i] := FALSE;   b06[i] := TRUE;
      else
        if (b01[i] = TRUE) AND (b02[i] = FALSE) then
          b05[i] := TRUE;   b06[i] := FALSE;
        else  // ...will always be FALSE-FALSE, never TRUE-TRUE!
          b05[i] := b05[i-1];   b06[i] := b06[i-1];
        end;
      end;
    end;
    // b03, b04, b05 and b06 now contains the relevant signals for 
buy and sell
    // Determine the buysignals
    b01 := (b03 AND b05) OR (b03 AND b06) OR (b04 AND b05); 
    // Determine the sell signals
    b02 := (b04 AND b06);
    Buy := FILTERBUY(b01, b02);
    Sell := FILTERSELL(b01, b02);
end;

TRADING SYSTEMS

Slow verSuS quick
First of all, the analysis should be based on a weekly 
chart. The first part of the strategy is used by many 
traders (see Figure 2): 

n Buy when the slow RSi (17w) rises above its 60-level and 
the price is above its 40-week simple moving average. 

n Sell when the slow RSi (17w) falls below its 40-level and 
the price is below its 40-week simple moving average.

 This makes you stay long in an uptrend, and out in a 
downtrend. During a downtrend — as defined by the slow 
RSi (17w) — it should be possible to trade the minor correc-
tions, although you should be aware you are trading against 
the main trend.
 Thus, I expand the strategy. If the slow RSi (17w) signals 
a downtrend: 

n Buy when the quick RSi (5w) rises above its 60-level and 
the price is above its 10-week simple moving average 
and the slow RSi (17w) signals a downtrend.
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